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The Cuckoo's Calling Robert Galbraith 2013-04-30 Published under a pseudonym, J. K. Rowling's brilliant debut mystery introduces Detective Cormoran Strike as he investigates a supermodel's suicide in "one of the best books
of the year" (USA Today). After losing his leg to a land mine in Afghanistan, Cormoran Strike is barely scraping by as a private investigator. Strike is down to one client, creditors are calling, and after a breakup with his longtime
girlfriend, he's living in his oﬃce. Then John Bristow walks through his door with a shocking story: His sister, the legendary supermodel Lula Landry -- known to her friends as the Cuckoo -- famously fell to her death a few months
earlier. The police ruled it a suicide, but John refuses to believe that. The case plunges Strike into the world of multimillionaire beauties, rock-star boyfriends, and desperate designers, and it introduces him to every variety of
pleasure, enticement, seduction, and delusion known to man. You may think you know detectives, but you've never met one quite like Strike. You may think you know about the wealthy and famous, but you've never seen them
under an investigation like this. Fast-paced and sharply drawn, this dazzling detective novel inspired Strike, the BBC crime drama series that has captivated millions of viewers worldwide.
Very Good Lives J. K. Rowling 2015-04-14 J.K. Rowling, one of the world's most inspiring writers, shares her wisdom and advice. In 2008, J.K. Rowling delivered a deeply aﬀecting commencement speech at Harvard University.
Now published for the ﬁrst time in book form, VERY GOOD LIVES presents J.K. Rowling's words of wisdom for anyone at a turning point in life. How can we embrace failure? And how can we use our imagination to better both
ourselves and others? Drawing from stories of her own post-graduate years, the world famous author addresses some of life's most important questions with acuity and emotional force.
Career of Evil Robert Galbraith 2015-10-20 'Deliriously clever' GUARDIAN ----- Now a major BBC drama: The Strike series When a mysterious package is delivered to Robin Ellacott, she is horriﬁed to discover that it contains a
woman's severed leg. Her boss, private detective Cormoran Strike, is less surprised but no less alarmed. There are four people from his past who he thinks could be responsible - and Strike knows that any one of them is capable
of sustained and unspeakable brutality. With the police focusing on the one suspect Strike is increasingly sure is not the perpetrator, he and Robin take matters into their own hands, and delve into the dark and twisted worlds of
the other three men. But as more horrendous acts occur, time is running out for the two of them... A ﬁendishly clever mystery with unexpected twists around every corner, Career of Evil is also a gripping story of a man and a
woman at a crossroads in their personal and professional lives. You will not be able to put this book down. *** The latest book in the thrilling Strike series, TROUBLED BLOOD, is out now! *** ----- PRAISE FOR THE STRIKE SERIES:
'One of the most unique and compelling detectives I've come across in years' MARK BILLINGHAM 'The work of a master storyteller' DAILY TELEGRAPH 'Unputdownable. . . Irresistible' SUNDAY TIMES 'Will keep you up all night'
OBSERVER 'A thoroughly enjoyable classic' PETER JAMES, SUNDAY EXPRESS
Troubled Blood Robert Galbraith 2020-09-15 In the epic ﬁfth installment in this “compulsively readable” (People) series, Galbraith’s “irresistible hero and heroine” (USA Today) take on the decades-old cold case of a missing
doctor, one which may be their grisliest yet. Private Detective Cormoran Strike is visiting his family in Cornwall when he is approached by a woman asking for help ﬁnding her mother, Margot Bamborough—who went missing in
mysterious circumstances in 1974. Strike has never tackled a cold case before, let alone one forty years old. But despite the slim chance of success, he is intrigued and takes it on; adding to the long list of cases that he and his
partner in the agency, Robin Ellacott, are currently working on. And Robin herself is also juggling a messy divorce and unwanted male attention, as well as battling her own feelings about Strike. As Strike and Robin investigate
Margot’s disappearance, they come up against a ﬁendishly complex case with leads that include tarot cards, a psychopathic serial killer and witnesses who cannot all be trusted. And they learn that even cases decades old can
prove to be deadly . . .
Girl Gone Missing Marcie R. Rendon 2022 Marcie R. Rendon's follow-up to Murder on the Red River ﬁnds Cash helping Sheriﬀ Wheaton solve a murder that has likeness to the cases of missing and murdered Native women. Cash is
oﬀ to a local college with the help of Wheaton, who wants her to take hold of her life and aspire to better things. At Moorhead State she sees that people talk a lot but mostly about nothing, not like the men in the ﬁelds she's
known all her life, who hold the rich topsoil in their hands, talk fertilizer and weather and prices on the Grain Exchange. In between classes and hauling beets, drinking beer and shooting pool, she begins to dream of the Cities and
blonde Scandinavian girls calling for help.
Emperor Conn Iggulden 2009 Rarely, if ever, does a new writer dazzle us with such a vivid imagination and storytelling, ﬂawlessly capturing the essence of a land, a people, a legend. Conn Iggulden is just such a writer, bringing to
vivid life one of the most fascinating eras in human history. In a true masterpiece of historical ﬁction, Iggulden takes us on a breathtaking journey through ancient Rome, sweeping us into a realm of tyrants and slaves, of dark
intrigues and seething passions. What emerges is both a grand romantic tale of coming-of-age in the Roman Empire and a vibrant portrait of the early years of a man who would become the most powerful ruler on earth: Julius
Caesar. On the lush Italian peninsula, a new empire is taking shape. At its heart is the city of Rome, a place of glory and decadence, beauty and bloodshed. Against this vivid backdrop, two boys are growing to manhood, dreaming
of battles, fame, and glory in service of the mightiest empire the world has ever known. One is the son of a senator, a boy of privilege and ambition to whom much has been given and from whom much is expected. The other is a
bastard child, a boy of strength and cunning, whose love for his adoptive family–and his adoptive brother–will be the most powerful force in his life. As young Gaius and Marcus are trained in the art of combat–under the tutelage
of one of Rome’s most fearsome gladiators–Rome itself is being rocked by the art of treachery and ambition, caught in a tug-of-war as two rival generals, Marius and Sulla, push the empire toward civil war. For Marcus, a bloody
campaign in Greece will become a young soldier’s proving ground. For Gaius, the equally deadly inﬁghting of the Roman Senate will be the battleﬁeld where he hones his courage and skill. And for both, the love of an
extraordinary slave girl will be an honor each will covet but only one will win. The two friends are forced to walk diﬀerent paths, and by the time they meet again everything will have changed. Both will have known love, loss, and
violence. And the land where they were once innocent will be thrust into the grip of bitter conﬂict–a conﬂict that will set Roman against Roman...and put their friendship to the ultimate test. Brilliantly interweaving history and
adventure, Conn Iggulden conjures a stunning array of contrasts–from the bloody stench of a battleﬁeld to the opulence of the greatest city in history, from the tenderness of a lover to the treachery of an assassin. Superbly
rendered, grippingly told, Emperor, The Gates of Rome is a work of vaulting imagination from a powerful new voice in historical ﬁction. From the Hardcover edition.
The Buddhist Millionaire MATT. JARDINE 2020-04-02 A book that confronts the conundrum of our times... "For your own sake, answer honestly. If you had a million pounds would you be living your current life? Would you be doing
the work you currently do? If the answer is yes, and you are happy with that, then congratulations. If the answer is no and you are not happy, don't worry, you are not alone and this book is for you..." All of us instinctively know
that there is more to life than money. But how can we put these thoughts into practice when faced with the daily pressures of bills and deadlines? In The Buddhist Millionaire, Matt Jardine explores the question of how to ﬁnd
purpose and fulﬁlment in a money-centric world. Skilfully blending Buddhist wisdom, spiritual lessons and down to earth advice, he presents nine practical lessons to help us change our relationship with money - to live our
passion and make it pay. With a light touch he forces us to question the very foundations of our lives and what really matters.
The Second Girl David Swinson 2016-06-07 He's a good detective...with a bad habit. One of the best crime novels of 2016! - The New York Times Book Review, Booklist Frank Marr knows crime in Washington, DC. A decorated
former police detective, he retired early and now ekes a living as a private eye for a defense attorney. Frank Marr may be the best investigator the city has ever known, but the city doesn't know his dirty secret. A long-functioning
drug addict, Frank has devoted his considerable skills to hiding his usage from others. But after accidentally discovering a kidnapped teenage girl in the home of an Adams Morgan drug gang, Frank becomes a hero and is thrust
into the spotlight. He reluctantly agrees to investigate the disappearance of another girl--possibly connected to the ﬁrst--and the heightened scrutiny may bring his own secrets to light, too. Frank is as slippery and charming an
antihero as you've ever met, but he's also achingly vulnerable. The result is a mystery of startling intensity, a tightly coiled thriller where every scene may turn disastrous. THE SECOND GIRL is the crime novel of the season, and
the start of a refreshing new series from an author who knows the criminal underworld inside and out. Don't miss Frank Marr's next case, CRIME SONG, out now!
The Silkworm Robert Galbraith 2014-06-19 Private investigator Cormoran Strike must track down a missing writer -- and a sinister killer bent on destruction -- in this "wonderfully entertaining" mystery (Harlan Coben, New York
Times Book Review) that inspired the acclaimed HBO Max series C.B. Strike. When novelist Owen Quine goes missing, his wife calls in private detective Cormoran Strike. At ﬁrst, Mrs. Quine just thinks her husband has gone oﬀ by
himself for a few days -- as he has done before -- and she wants Strike to ﬁnd him and bring him home. But as Strike investigates, he discovers that Quine's disappearance is no coincidence. The novelist has just completed a
manuscript featuring poisonous pen-portraits of almost everyone he knows. If the novel were published, it would ruin lives -- meaning that almost everyone in his life would have motives to silence him. When Quine is found
brutally murdered under bizarre circumstances, Strike must race against time to understand the motivation of a ruthless killer, a killer unlike any he has encountered before . . . A compulsively readable crime novel with twists at
every turn, The Silkworm is the second in J. K. Rowling's highly acclaimed series featuring Cormoran Strike and his determined young assistant, Robin Ellacott.
The Hardest Path Matt Jardine 2016-12-22 On the Japanese island of Shikoku, amidst mountains, coasts, and bamboo forests, lies one of the worlds most sacred trailsthe eighty-eight-temple pilgrimage. Inspired by Paulo Coelho
(author of the Alchemist) and driven by dissatisfaction with the day-to-day grind, Matt Jardine embarks on a journey in search of answers to lifes great questions, mysteries that confound us all. Heartfelt, accessible, humorous,
and profound, what he discovers is that the hardest path is rarely the one we walk outside, but the one we walk within.
The Gray Man Mark Greaney 2009-09-29 THE FIRST GRAY MAN NOVEL FROM #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR MARK GREANEY—Now a Netﬂix Film Starring Ryan Gosling and Chris Evans “Hard, fast, and
unﬂinching—exactly what a thriller should be.”—Lee Child To those who lurk in the shadows, he’s known as the Gray Man. He is a legend in the covert realm, moving silently from job to job, accomplishing the impossible and then
fading away. And he always hits his target. Always. But there are forces more lethal than Gentry in the world. Forces like money. And power. And there are men who hold these as the only currency worth ﬁghting for. And in their
eyes, Gentry has just outlived his usefulness. But Court Gentry is going to prove that, for him, there’s no gray area between killing for a living and killing to stay alive....
Odd Thomas Dean Koontz 2007-06-29 Meet Odd Thomas, the unassuming young hero of Dean Koontz’s dazzling New York Times bestseller, a gallant sentinel at the crossroads of life and death who oﬀers up his heart in these
pages and will forever capture yours. “The dead don’t talk. I don’t know why.” But they do try to communicate, with a short-order cook in a small desert town serving as their reluctant conﬁdant. Sometimes the silent souls who
seek out Odd want justice. Occasionally their otherworldly tips help him prevent a crime. But this time it’s diﬀerent. A stranger comes to Pico Mundo, accompanied by a horde of hyena-like shades who herald an imminent
catastrophe. Aided by his soul mate, Stormy Llewellyn, and an unlikely community of allies that includes the King of Rock ’n’ Roll, Odd will race against time to thwart the gathering evil. His account of these shattering hours, in
which past and present, fate and destiny, converge, is a testament by which to live—an unforgettable fable for our time destined to rank among Dean Koontz’s most enduring works.
The Detective's Daughter Lesley Thomson 2013-05-01 THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER. Detective Darnell died before he closed the case. Can his daughter solve it thirty years later? It was the murder that shocked the nation.
Kate Rokesmith, a young mother, went to the river with her three-year-old son. She never came home. For three decades the case ﬁle has lain, unsolved, in the corner of an attic. Until the detective's daughter Stella, a cleaner
who loves restoring order, starts to clear out her father's house after his death... THE DETECTIVE'S DAUGHTER SERIES: The Detective's Daughter. Ghost Girl. The Detective's Secret. The House With No Rooms. The Dog Walker.
The Lemon Grove Helen Walsh 2014-06-03 “Walsh’s pacing is brilliant, her writing a combination of William Trevor and Erica Jong, as she fearlessly explores the complexities and nuances of a woman surprised by her own
feelings…. Gripping…..Can mutual peace really coexist with wild chaos? Walsh’s readers will ﬁnd themselves eagerly turning the pages, racing to ﬁnd out.” --The New York Times Book Review A highly charged, sultry, beautifully
written and compulsive one-sit read, The Lemon Grove is an intense novel about obsession and sex—the perfect summer book. Jenn and Greg have been married for fourteen years, and, as the book opens, they are enjoying the
last week of their annual summer holiday in Deia, a village in Majorca oﬀ the coast of southern Spain. Their days are languorous, the time passing by in a haze of rioja-soaked lunches, hours at the beach, and lazy afternoon sex in
their beautiful villa. It is the perfect summer idyll . . . until Greg's teenage daughter (Jenn's stepdaughter), Emma, arrives with her new boyfriend, Nathan, in tow. What follows, over the course of seven days, is a brilliantly paced
fever dream of attraction between Jenn and the reckless yet mesmerizing Nathan. It is an intense pas de deux of push and pull, risk and consequence . . . and moral rectitude, as it gets harder and harder for Jenn to stiﬂe her
compulsion. This is a very smart novel about many things: the loss of youth, female sexuality, the lure of May/December temptation, the vicissitudes of marriage and the politics of other people's children. It is simultaneously sexy
and substantive, and Helen Walsh's masterful, even-handed tone can't help but force the reader to wonder: "What would I have done?" Beautifully written with the tension of a rubber band just about to snap, The Lemon Grove is
a book that will have people talking all summer long.
A Trick of the Light Louise Penny 2011-08-30 A New York Times Notable Crime Book and Favorite Cozy for 2011 A Publishers Weekly Best Mystery/Thriller books for 2011 "Penny has been compared to Agatha Christie [but] it sells
her short. Her characters are too rich, her grasp of nuance and human psychology too ﬁrm...." --Booklist (starred review) "Hearts are broken," Lillian Dyson carefully underlined in a book. "Sweet relationships are dead." But now
Lillian herself is dead. Found among the bleeding hearts and lilacs of Clara Morrow's garden in Three Pines, shattering the celebrations of Clara's solo show at the famed Musée in Montreal. Chief Inspector Gamache, the head of
homicide at the Sûreté du Québec, is called to the tiny Quebec village and there he ﬁnds the art world gathered, and with it a world of shading and nuance, a world of shadow and light. Where nothing is as it seems. Behind every
smile there lurks a sneer. Inside every sweet relationship there hides a broken heart. And even when facts are slowly exposed, it is no longer clear to Gamache and his team if what they've found is the truth, or simply a trick of
the light.
The Cruelest Month Louise Penny 2008-03-04 Chief Inspector Armand Gamache of the Surete du Quebec is called to investigate the death of a villager at an Easter seance that was held at the Old Hadley House.
The Calling of a Cuckoo David Jenkins 2003-03-01 Now in retirement, Jenkins attempts to explain the man behind the controversy.
Pop Goes the Weasel M. J. Arlidge 2015-10-06 From the international bestselling author of Eeny Meeny comes the second thriller in the “truly excellent series”* featuring Detective Helen Grace. A man’s body is found in an
empty house. A gruesome memento of his murder is sent to his wife and children. He is the ﬁrst victim, and Detective Helen Grace knows he will not be the last. But why would a happily married man be this far from home in the
dead of night? The media call it Jack the Ripper in reverse: a serial killer preying on family men who lead hidden double lives. Helen can sense the fury behind the murders. But what she cannot possibly predict is how volatile this
killer is—or what is waiting for her at the end of the chase....
Guess Who Chris McGeorge 2018-09-18 The rules are simple. But the game is not. At eleven years old, Morgan Sheppard solved the murder of a teacher when everyone else believed it to be a suicide. The publicity surrounding
the case laid the foundation for his reputation as a modern-day Sherlock Holmes. He parlayed that fame into a gig as TV’s “resident detective,” solving the more typical tawdry daytime talk show mysteries like “Who is the
father?” and “Is he cheating?” Until, that is, Sheppard wakes up handcuﬀed to a bed in an unfamiliar hotel room. Around him, ﬁve strangers are slowly waking up, as well. Soon they discover a corpse in the bathtub and Sheppard
is challenged to put his deductive skills to the test. One of the people in the room is the killer. He has three hours to solve the murder. If he doesn’t ﬁnd the killer, they all will die. An ingenious, page-turning debut, Chris
McGeorge’s Guess Who matches the high-wire plotting of classic “locked room” mysteries into the unstoppable pacing of the modern-day thriller.
The Night Swim Megan Goldin 2020-08-04 “A blistering plot and crisp writing make The Night Swim an unputdownable read.” –Sarah Pekkanen, bestselling author of The Wife Between Us In The Night Swim, a new thriller from
Megan Goldin, author of the “gripping and unforgettable” (Harlan Coben) The Escape Room, a true crime podcast host covering a controversial trial ﬁnds herself drawn deep into a small town’s dark past and a brutal crime that
took place there years before. Ever since her true-crime podcast became an overnight sensation and set an innocent man free, Rachel Krall has become a household name—and the last hope for people seeking justice. But she’s
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used to being recognized for her voice, not her face. Which makes it all the more unsettling when she ﬁnds a note on her car windshield, addressed to her, begging for help. The new season of Rachel's podcast has brought her to
a small town being torn apart by a devastating rape trial. A local golden boy, a swimmer destined for Olympic greatness, has been accused of raping the beloved granddaughter of the police chief. Under pressure to make Season
3 a success, Rachel throws herself into her investigation—but the mysterious letters keep coming. Someone is following her, and she won’t stop until Rachel ﬁnds out what happened to her sister twenty-ﬁve years ago. Oﬃcially,
Jenny Stills tragically drowned, but the letters insist she was murdered—and when Rachel starts asking questions, nobody in town wants to answer. The past and present start to collide as Rachel uncovers startling connections
between the two cases—and a revelation that will change the course of the trial and the lives of everyone involved. Electrifying and propulsive, The Night Swim asks: What is the price of a reputation? Can a small town ever right
the wrongs of its past? And what really happened to Jenny?
The Zig Zag Girl Elly Griﬃths 2015-09-15 In the ﬁrst in a compelling new series from Elly Griﬃths, a band of magicians who served together in WWII track a killer who s performing deadly tricks"
Literary Allusion in Harry Potter Beatrice Groves 2017-06-14 Literary Allusion in Harry Potter builds on the world-wide enthusiasm for J. K. Rowling’s series in order to introduce its readers to some of the great works of literature on
which Rowling draws. Harry Potter’s narrative techniques are rooted in the western literary tradition and its allusiveness provides insight into Rowling’s ﬁctional world. Each chapter of Literary Allusion in Harry Potter consists of an
in-depth discussion of the intersection between Harry Potter and a canonical literary work, such as the plays of Shakespeare, the poetry of Homer, Ovid, the Gawain-poet, Chaucer, Milton and Tennyson, and the novels of Austen,
Hardy and Dickens. This approach aims to transform the reader’s understanding of Rowling’s literary achievement as well as to encourage the discovery of works with which they may be less familiar. The aim of this book is to
delight Potter fans with a new perspective on their favourite books while harnessing that enthusiasm to increase their wider appreciation of literature.
Daitya Diaries Aditya K V 2019-02-11 A man arrives at the temple town of Srisailam. He carries with him a warning to the gods. A cosmic war between the Devas and the Daityas has spilled over into the mortal world. A few years
ago in the same temple town, a tour guide named Mallikarjuna ﬁnds himself being unjustly punished and sent to Naraka. At the same time, a mysterious ﬁgure challenging the Devas has been gathering resources from the annals
of time to bring forth a monster that will fulﬁl his promise for revenge. Daitya Diaries is an exciting blend of Hindu mythology and world history. It’s an adventure that takes you on a fantastical journey, through time and space.
On one hand it’s a story of an innocent man, punished through no fault of his own. And on the other, it is a story of a Guru, seeking vengeance after the slaughter of his students before his very eyes. It is the story of a battle
against the prime forces of power, of greed and lust that rule our world today.
The Vanishing Point Val McDermid 2012-10-02 “Marked by [McDermid’s] trademark stunners, including a climax that packs a vicious punch. And readers are again left to marvel at her ingenuity.” —Jay Straﬀord, Richmond
Times-Dispatch From one of the ﬁnest crime writers we have, The Vanishing Point kicks oﬀ with a nightmare scenario—the abduction of a child in an international airport. Stephanie Harker is in the screening booth at airport
security, separated from Jimmy Higgins, the ﬁve-year-old boy she’s in the process of adopting, when a man in a TSA uniform leads the boy away. The more Stephanie sounds the alarm, the more the security agents suspect her,
and the further away the kidnapper gets. It soon becomes apparent that nothing in this situation is clear-cut. For starters, Jimmy’s birth mother was a celebrity—living in a world where conspiracy and obfuscation are excused for
the sake of column inches. And then there are the bad boys in both women’s pasts. As FBI agent Vivian McKuras and Scotland Yard Detective Nick Nicolaides investigate on both sides of the pond, Stephanie learns just how deep
a parent’s fear can reach. And the horrifying reality is that she has good reason to be afraid—for reasons she never saw coming. “[McDermid’s] work is taut, psychologically complex and so gripping that it puts your life on hold.”
—The Times (London)
Gods and Beasts Denise Mina 2013-02-26 It's the week before Christmas when a lone robber bursts into a busy Glasgow post oﬃce carrying an AK-47. An elderly man suddenly hands his young grandson to a stranger and
wordlessly helps the gunman ﬁll bags with cash, then carries them to the door. He opens the door and bows his head; the robber ﬁres oﬀ the AK-47, tearing the grandfather in two. DS Alex Morrow arrives on the scene and ﬁnds
that the alarm system had been disabled before the robbery. Yet upon investigation, none of the employees can be linked to the gunman. And the grandfather-a life-long campaigner for social justice-is above reproach. As Morrow
searches for the killer, she discovers a hidden, sinister political network. Soon it is chillingly clear: no corner of the city is safe, and her involvement will go deeper than she could ever have imagined.
3rd Degree James Patterson 2004-03-01 The #1 bestselling new mystery series of the past decade comes roaring back with 3rd Degree, a shockingly suspenseful thriller featuring the Women's Murder Club. One of James
Patterson's best loved heroines is about to die. Detective Lindsay Boxer is jogging along a beautiful San Francisco street when a ﬁery explosion rips through the neighborhood. A town house owned by an Internet millionaire is
immediately engulfed in ﬂames, and when Lindsay plunges inside to search for survivors, she ﬁnds three people dead. An infant who lived in the house cannot be found - and a mysterious message at the scene leaves Lindsay
and the San Francisco Police Department completely baﬄed. Then a prominent businessman is found murdered under bizarre circumstances, with another mysterious message left behind by the killer. Lindsay asks her friends
Claire Washburn of the medical examiner's oﬃce, Assistant D.A. Jill Bernhardt, and Chronicle reporter Cindy Thomas to help her ﬁgure out who is committing these murders-and why they are intent on killing someone every three
days. Even more terrifying, the killer has targeted one of the four friends who call themselves the Women's Murder Club. Which one will it be? While the investigation rages furiously, Lindsay works very closely with a federal
oﬃcer assigned to the case. At the same time, she learns that one member of the Women's Murder Club is hiding a secret so dangerous and unbelievable that it could destroy them all.
Lethal White Robert Galbraith 2018-09-18 An unsettling cold case investigation ensnares Cormoran Strike and his partner in a web of dangerous secrets in this #1 New York Times bestseller, the inspiration for HBO Max's
acclaimed series C.B. Strike. When a troubled young man named Billy asks Cormoran Strike to help him investigate a crime he witnessed as a child, the private eye is left deeply troubled. While Billy is obviously mentally
distressed and cannot remember many concrete details, there is something sincere about him and his story. But before Strike can question him further, Billy bolts from his oﬃce in a panic. Trying to get to the bottom of Billy's
story, Strike and Robin Ellacott -- once his assistant, now a partner in the agency -- set oﬀ on a twisting trail that leads them through the backstreets of London, into a secretive inner sanctum within Parliament, and to a beautiful
but sinister manor house deep in the countryside. And during this labyrinthine investigation, Strike's own life is far from straightforward. His newfound fame as a private eye means he can no longer operate behind the scenes as
he once did. Plus, his relationship with his former assistant is more fraught than it ever has been; Robin is now invaluable to Strike in the business, but their personal relationship is much, much trickier than that. The most epic
Robert Galbraith novel yet, Lethal White is "addictive, murderous fun" for British mystery lovers and crime ﬁction fans alike (Vox).
A Shiver of Light Laurell K. Hamilton 2015-04-28 "Merry Gentry, ex-private detective, now full-time princess, knew she was descended from fertility goddesses, but when she learned she was about to have triplets, she began to
understand what that might mean. Infertility has plagued the high ranks of faerie for centuries. Now nobles of both courts of faerie are coming to court Merry and her men, at their home in exile in the Western Lands of Los
Angeles, because they will do anything to have babies of their own. Taranis, King of Light and Illusion, is a more dangerous problem. He tried to seduce Merry and, failing that, raped her. He's using the human courts to sue for
visitation rights, claiming that one of the babies is his. And though Merry knows she was already pregnant when he took her, she can't prove it. To save herself and her babies from Taranis she will use the most dangerous powers
in all of faerie: a god of death, a warrior known as the Darkness, the Killing Frost, and a king of nightmares. They are her lovers, and her dearest loves, and they will face down the might of the high courts of faerie--while trying to
keep the war from spreading to innocent humans in Los Angeles, who are in danger of becoming collateral damage" -- $$c from publisher's web site.
Storm Forged Lindsay Buroker 2020-08-13 Moving into a rundown Victorian house with a vampire living in the basement isn't as bad as I thought, but things go from weird to weirder when a badly injured gnome collapses in my
back yard. The surprising part? It's my friend Nin's long-lost grandfather. Since he's unconscious, we can't ﬁgure out who's chasing him, or where he's been all these years, but if we can't help him, he'll die. To make matters
worse, there's a new dragon in town. A female dragon. Everyone knows females are more dangerous than the males, and this one takes an instant dislike to me. It seems that she wants to date my mate, Zav, and has his
mother's approval. If I can't avoid her wrath and ﬁnd a way to cure the gnome, Nin's going to lose her grandfather, and I'm going to end up deader than the vampire in the basement.
How to be a Buddhist Millionaire Matt Jardine 2020-04-02 'Take a leaf out of Matt's book; free yourself of the fear of money and start living the life you want.' --Moatez Jomni, British Paralympian Matt Jardine, martial arts
teacher and entrepreneur, has spent 20 years seeking the answer to one of life's ultimate conundrums: how can we lead an authentic, spiritual and creative life in a relentlessly money-centric world? In this insightful book, he
brings together Buddhist teachings, spiritual lessons and the advice and experience of a variety of experts and professionals; from a Paralympic athlete, to a West End musical star, to a city banker; and presents nine practical
lessons to help us all discover our passion and make it pay. With a light touch, he dispels the deep-rooted fears and limiting beliefs that hold us back, and forces us to question the very foundations of our lives and what really
matters. How to be a Buddhist Millionaire teaches us that money doesn't have to be a dirty word, and that if you search for happiness rather than the pot of gold, success is more likely to follow.
The Water Is Wide Pat Conroy 2010-08-31 New York Times Bestseller: The “miraculous” memoir of an inspiring teacher and the students who changed his life on an impoverished South Carolina island (Newsweek). Though the
children of Yamacraw Island live less than two miles from the southern mainland, they can’t name the US president or the ocean that surrounds them. Most can’t read or write. Many of the students are the descendants of slaves,
handicapped by poverty and isolation. When Pat Conroy arrives, an eager young teacher at the height of the civil rights movement, he ﬁnds a community still bound by the bitter eﬀects of racism, but he is determined to broaden
its members’ horizons and give them a voice. In this poignant memoir, which Newsweek called “an experience of joy,” the New York Times–bestselling author of The Prince of Tides plumbs his experiences as a young teacher on
an isolated South Carolina island to reveal the shocking inequalities of the American education system.
The Ink Black Heart Robert Galbraith 2022-08-30
A Merciful Fate Kendra Elliot 2018-12-15 In the next book in the Wall Street Journal bestselling Mercy Kilpatrick series, there are no such things as little secrets... Raised by preppers, survivalist and FBI agent Mercy Kilpatrick has
a deep-rooted need for a safe place. Her getaway in the Cascade Foothills is her secret. But when skeletal remains are unearthed--those of a murdered man linked to a notorious heist--Mercy realizes she isn't the only one with
something to hide. Thirty years ago, an armored-car robbery turned deadly. The mastermind was captured. Four conspirators vanished with a fortune. One of them, it appears, never made it out of the woods alive. For Mercy and
her ﬁancé, Police Chief Truman Daly, their investigation opens old wounds in Eagle's Nest that cut deeper than they imagined. Especially when a reckless tabloid reporter draws fresh blood. It's clear to Mercy that somebody in
this close-knit community is not who they seem to be. Some are still shattered by the heist. Some still have reason to be afraid. But which one will kill again and again to hide three decades of secrets? To land this case, it's up to
Mercy to unmask a familiar stranger before someone else dies.
The Casual Vacancy J. K. Rowling 2012-09-27 A big novel about a small town... When Barry Fairbrother dies in his early forties, the town of Pagford is left in shock. Pagford is, seemingly, an English idyll, with a cobbled market
square and an ancient abbey, but what lies behind the pretty façade is a town at war. Rich at war with poor, teenagers at war with their parents, wives at war with their husbands, teachers at war with their pupils...Pagford is not
what it ﬁrst seems. And the empty seat left by Barry on the parish council soon becomes the catalyst for the biggest war the town has yet seen. Who will triumph in an election fraught with passion, duplicity, and unexpected
revelations? A big novel about a small town, The Casual Vacancy is J.K. Rowling's ﬁrst novel for adults. It is the work of a storyteller like no other.
The Naked Eye Iris Johansen 2015-07-14 The Naked Eye is the New York Times bestseller from Iris Johansen and Roy Johansen How can you catch a killer when everyone thinks he's dead? Kendra Michaels was instrumental in
bringing serial killer Eric Colby to justice. And yet, despite his apparent execution at San Quentin, Kendra is convinced that Colby is still alive. The problem is that she can't prove it. Even her razor-sharp powers of observationdeveloped to an amazing capacity during the twenty years she spent blind and now in constant demand by law enforcement agencies-have gotten her nowhere. But then a reporter who very publicly humiliated Kendra is
murdered. Visiting the crime scene in search of anything that might link the brutal homicide to Colby, Kendra instead ﬁnds evidence that points to her. Finally Colby's master plan becomes clear to her: he is framing Kendra for
murder. Suspicions mount and Kendra is thrust into deadly pursuit to clear her name and catch the killer no one believes exists anymore. A killer who is always nearby, watching, waiting to make his next move, even as everyone
believes him to be dead. A killer whose trail of destruction is invisible to the naked eye, despite the carnage he leaves in his wake. It will take everything Kendra has to ﬁnd and stop Colby--and save her own life one more time.
The Sea Detective Mark Douglas-Home 2015-11-05 The ﬁrst mystery in a truly unique crime series. 'There comes a time when a novel raises the bar for a particular genre, and The Sea Detective does just that for Scottish crime
ﬁction' (Scotsman) Cal McGill is an Edinburgh-based oceanographer, environmentalist and one-of-a-kind investigator. Using his knowledge of the waves - ocean currents, prevailing winds, shipping records - McGill can track where
objects have come from, or where they've gone. It's a unique skill that can help solve all sorts of mysteries. Such as when two severed feet wash up miles apart on two diﬀerent islands oﬀ the coast of Scotland. Most strangely,
forensic tests reveal that the feet belong to the same body. As Cal McGill investigates, he unravels a web of corruption, exploitation and violence, which threatens many lives across the globe - very soon including his own... Praise
for The Sea Detective: 'Raises the bar for Scottish crime ﬁction ... elegantly written and compelling' The Scotsman 'Excellent' The Literary Review - top ﬁve crime books of the year 'Promises to be a ﬁne series of detective novels'
Sunday Times Crime Book of the Month 'An unusual, interesting and enthralling read' Shotsmag 'A compelling protagonist' The Times Literary Supplement
The Western Star Craig Johnson 2017 The thirteenth novel in Craig Johnson's beloved New York Times bestselling Longmire series, the basis for the hit Netﬂix series Longmire Sheriﬀ Walt Longmire is enjoying a celebratory beer
after a weapons certiﬁcation at the Wyoming Law Enforcement Academy when a younger sheriﬀ confronts him with a photograph of twenty-ﬁve armed men standing in front of a Challenger steam locomotive. It takes him back to
when, fresh from the battleﬁelds of Vietnam, then-deputy Walt accompanied his mentor Lucian to the annual Wyoming Sheriﬀ's Association junket held on the excursion train known as the Western Star, which ran the length of
Wyoming from Cheyenne to Evanston and back. Armed with his trusty Colt .45 and a paperback of Agatha Christie's Murder on the Orient Express, the young Walt was ill-prepared for the machinations of twenty-four veteran
sheriﬀs, let alone the cavalcade of curious characters that accompanied them. The photograph--along with an upcoming parole hearing for one of the most dangerous men Walt has encountered in a lifetime of law enforcement-hurtles the sheriﬀ into a head-on collision of past and present, placing him and everyone he cares about squarely on the tracks of runaway revenge.
The Lamplighters Emma Stonex 2021-03-16 “Transported me eﬀortlessly…Haunting, harrowing and heartbreaking, this is a novel that will stay with you.” --Ashley Audrain, New York Times bestselling author of The Push “A ghost
story and fantastically gripping psychological investigation rolled into one. It is also a pitch-perfect piece of writing. . . . As with Shirley Jackson’s work or Sarah Waters’s masterpiece Aﬃnity, in Stonex’s hands the unspoken,
unexamined, unseen world we can call the supernatural, a world fed by repression and lies, becomes terrifyingly tangible.” --The Guardian (London) Inspired by a haunting true story, a gorgeous and atmospheric novel about the
mysterious disappearance of three lighthouse keepers from a remote tower miles from the Cornish coast--and about the wives who were left behind. What strange fate befell these doomed men? The heavy sea whispers their
names. Black rocks roll beneath the surface, drowning ghosts. And out of the swell like a ﬁnger of light, the salt-scratched tower stands lonely and magniﬁcent. It's New Year's Eve, 1972, when a boat pulls up to the Maiden Rock
lighthouse with relief for the keepers. But no one greets them. When the entrance door, locked from the inside, is battered down, rescuers ﬁnd an empty tower. A table is laid for a meal not eaten. The Principal Keeper's weather
log describes a storm raging round the tower, but the skies have been clear. And the clocks have all stopped at 8:45. Two decades later, the keepers' wives are visited by a writer determined to ﬁnd the truth about the men's
disappearance. Moving between the women's stories and the men's last weeks together in the lighthouse, long-held secrets surface and truths twist into lies as we piece together what happened, why, and who to believe. In her
riveting and suspenseful novel, Emma Stonex writes a story of isolation and obsession, of reality and illusion, and of what it takes to keep the light burning when all else is swallowed by dark.
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The Professionals Owen Laukkanen 2012-03-29 Four friends, caught in a terrible job market, joke about turning to kidnapping to survive. And then, suddenly, it’s no joke. For two years, the strategy they devise works like a
charm—until they kidnap the wrong man. Now two groups are after them—the law, in the form of veteran state investigator Kirk Stevens and hotshot young FBI agent Carla Windermere, and an organized crime outﬁt looking for
payback. As they crisscross the country in a series of increasingly explosive confrontations, each of them is ultimately forced to recognize the truth: The real professionals, cop or criminal, are those who are willing to sacriﬁce
everything.
The Cuckoo's Calling Robert Galbraith 2014 'The Cuckoo's Calling reminds me why I fell in love with crime ﬁction in the ﬁrst place' VAL MCDERMID ----- Now a major BBC drama: The Strike series When a troubled model falls to
her death from a snow-covered Mayfair balcony, it is assumed that she has committed suicide. However, her brother has his doubts, and calls in private investigator Cormoran Strike to look into the case. Strike is a war veteran -

the-cuckoos-calling-cormoran-strike-1-robert-galbraith

wounded both physically and psychologically - and his life is in disarray. The case gives him a ﬁnancial lifeline, but it comes at a personal cost: the more he delves into the young model's complex world, the darker things get - and
the closer he gets to terrible danger . . . A gripping, elegant mystery steeped in the atmosphere of London - from the hushed streets of Mayfair to the backstreet pubs of the East End to the bustle of Soho - The Cuckoo's Calling is
a remarkable book. Introducing Cormoran Strike, this is the acclaimed ﬁrst crime novel by J.K. Rowling, writing under the pseudonym Robert Galbraith. *** The latest book in the thrilling Strike series, LETHAL WHITE is out now! ***
----- PRAISE FOR THE STRIKE SERIES: 'One of the most unique and compelling detectives I've come across in years' MARK BILLINGHAM 'The work of a master storyteller' DAILY TELEGRAPH 'Unputdownable. . . Irresistible' SUNDAY
TIMES 'Will keep you up all night' OBSERVER 'A thoroughly enjoyable classic' PETER JAMES, SUNDAY EXPRESS
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